
The Backrest cushion use Ergonomic wedge

bolster shape design

Four-point support perfectly fits the curve of

the human back

Ordinary square pillows are easy to fall off and don't fit our
back very well. There’s always the back pain after sitting up

with it for a long time. Our bolster triangular wedge backrest
pillow just solves this problem. It can provide very comfortable
and better back pain release support. This bedrest wedge
pillow is ergonomically designed and can help to release

orthopedic pains. The wedge backrest reading cushions
pillow softly props up our shoulders, back, waist for torso

uplift and body lifting, so you can always sit in the best upright
position when reading in bed or on sofa.
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Functions

Everyone has different neck or

Our bed reading cushion Provide comfy, adjustable and alternative three-dimensional full back support.

The wedge headboard backrest pillow with high-quality fabrics and fillings, well-made, make your bed rest more comfortable.

Multi uses for bed side, or for sofa back, can also be used as the backrest of homemade sofa.

Multiple colors and sizes to be selected, perfectly match your interior decoration needs.

Can be used in daily living room, hospital, hotel, window seat. As a unique party, birthday or holiday gift. The wedge pillow will be a big

surprise.

Multiuse Bed Wedge Bolster Headboard

Backrest Pillow

This beautiful long & large bed rest reading wedge
pillow can not only be used for home decoration but
also an ergonomic multipurpose oversized
triangular headboard pillow. This soft bedside

upholstered pad cushion can provide you with
multifunctional support, allowing you to enjoy leisure

time easily and happily.



Shoulder, back or lumbar support, and even neck support

/ cervical support

Maintain the best sitting up position

Relieve back pain and soreness

back posture preferences, e.g.

side sleeper, when falling
asleep. Our multi-function bed
wedge pillows can provide an
angle of 30 ° or 60 ° to support
the gradually inclined slope
and release pressure on the
head. Leaning the pillow under

your leg can help improve
blood circulation and get you a
good night sleep.

Reclinded bed leg pillow

Improve blood circulation

Bedrest cushion Give you

quality sleep

Office workers, drivers, etc.,
because of sedentary neck and
frequent back pain, have this
support pillow, which can keep

you in a semi-upright posture
when reading on the bed or sofa,

surfing or watching TV, perfect
support for Have a relaxing time

and help you correct your

When children are playing video
games on the bed or sofa, do
adults always worry their poor
sitting posture will affect the

healthy development of their
bones? And this pillow can

provide scientific support to
eliminate your troubles.

This triangular wedge pillow is a
very good positioning pillow for
those people or patients who
have knee pain, back pain,

varicose veins, puffiness ... or
recover from surgery. This pillow

is high enough to support your
head and allow you to sit upright.

It's stiff enough to support your

During pregnancy, the waist
needs strong protection to
prevent sedentary fatigue, which
is a very good gift. During

breastfeeding, Our backrest
pillow can also help you feed

your baby, relieve waist
pressure, reduce arm weight,

correct sitting posture, and feed

Ideal postoperative rehabilitation positioning wedge pillow, game pillow, pregnant woman pillow and

nursing pillow, bed side rest pillow.



Super soft velvet / Corduroy / Linen fabric: comfortable to touch, smooth and soft,

simple and stylish at home, luxurious atmosphere.

Removable pillow cover: high-quality metal zipper, strong and durable, removable

pillow cover, easy to change and wash.

Convenient side pocket: when you lean on, you can put your mobile phone, remote

control and whatnot in the pockets on one or two sides of the pillow, which is very

convenient.

Healthy and safe padding: The cushion is made of high-resilience and

environmentally-friendly polyester fiberfill, with excellent density, the cushion will

not sag or collapse after a long time use, soft but sturdy, healthy and safe, and
extremely comfortable.

posture four. weight without collapsing, but it's
still comfortable. It helps you

maintain your ideal posture,
which is very convenient and

practical.

comfortably.

Soft bed backrest

support

Placed the headboard pillow on

the bed in the bedroom, the new

style and warm feeling will make
your bedroom look new and

Student dormitory

support cushion

It's amazing to put this back

cushion on the student’s

dormitory bed! Children can sit
up in bed and do some reading,

Refurbishing or making a

personalized sofa

When your sofa back relax

cushion is too old to be used or

repaired, or you want to make a
personalized sofa with an

Children, kids, toddler or

infant's room safety

cushion

Putting this soft and comfortable

triangle headboard cushions
pillow in a children's bed or



bring a new visual and tactile

experience. The wedge pillow is

sturdy enough to provide strong
back support, and soft enough to

snug. If you are looking for a
back pillow that can be easily

used on a bed with or with no
headboard, couch, sofa or floor,

it would be a great choice. It is

not only a decorative pillow but
also a powerful wedge-shaped

removable headboard buffering
support for our bed backrest.

Enjoy your leisure time reading
and entertaining!

paper & computer working &

studying. This headboard pillow

can provide support and comfort.
Conventional sleeping pillows,

backrests or reading pillows with
arms cannot do this. The wedge

pillow cushion gives an amazing
back support while still

remaining comfortable and

comfortable, and it can be
enough stable as the headboard

of the dormitory bed. This also
applies to daybeds, platform

beds, bunk beds, etc. It is really
an ideal gift for the back to
school season!

obsolete bed, our backrest

pillow will be a perfect choice.

You don't have to spend a lot of
money to buy new furniture but

simply put the wedge pillow to
be decorative and practical

upholstery headboard.
Meanwhile, placing this pillow on

the sofa bed, it can also perfectly

implement the back function of
the sofa, offer good support &

bring comfort. What’s more
convenient, the pillow cover is

detachable, removable and
machine washable.

kindergarten playroom not only

adds new colors, but also

provides multiple guarantees for
children's safety. Place it on the

crib guardrail or next to the wall
to prevent bumps. Qualified and
comfortable!
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